Multi-ported memories are challenging to implement with FPGAs since the provided block RAMs typically have only two ports. We present a thorough exploration of the design space of FPGA-based soft multi-ported memories by evaluating conventional solutions to this problem, and introduce a new design that efficiently combines block RAMs into multi-ported memories with arbitrary numbers of read and write ports and true random access to any memory location, while achieving significantly higher operating frequencies than conventional approaches. For example we build a 256-location, 32-bit, 12-ported (4-write, 8-read) memory that operates at 281 MHz on Altera Stratix III FPGAs while consuming an area equivalent to 3679 ALMs: a 43% speed improvement and 84% area reduction over a pure ALM implementation, and a 61% speed improvement over a pure "multipumped" implementation, although the pure multipumped implementation is 7.2x smaller.
INTRODUCTION
As FPGAs continue to increase in transistor density, designers are using them to build larger and more complex systems-on-chip that require frequent sharing, communication, queueing, and synchronization among distributed functional units and compute nodes. For ASIC implementations these mechanisms would often be implemented with multi-ported memories-memories that allow multiple reads and writes to occur simultaneously-since they can avoid serialization and contention. For example, processors normally require a multi-ported register file: more register file ports allows the processor to exploit a greater amount of instruction-level parallelism (ILP) where multiple instructions are being executed at the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. same time. However, FPGA-based soft processors have so far exploited little ILP, limited mainly to simple instruction pipelines. This is partly due to the fact that multi-ported memories are particularly inefficient to implement using the resources typically provided by FPGAs.
Conventional Approaches
It is possible to implement a multi-ported memory using only the basic logic elements of an FPGA, as illustrated in Figure 1 , which shows a D-location memory with m write ports and n read ports. As shown, we require D m-to-one decoders to steer writes to the appropriate memory locations, and n D-to-one multiplexers to allow each read to access any memory location. Note also that the read outputs are registered (r) to implement a synchronous memory where the output is held stable between clock edges. The problem is that this circuit scales very poorly, with area increasing rapidly with memory depth and the decoding/multiplexing severely limiting the maximum operating frequency.
It is normally more efficient to implement memories on FPGAs using the provided block RAMs, each of which can be quite large (e.g., 9Kbits) while supporting high operating frequencies (e.g., 580MHz). However, FPGA block RAMs currently provide only two ports for reading and/or writing. Note that Altera's Mercury line of Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs) [2] previously provided quad-port RAMs to support gigabit telecom applicationshowever, this feature has not been supported in any other Altera device, likely due to the high hardware cost.
System designers have hence used one or a combination of three conventional techniques for increasing the effective number of ports of FPGA block RAMs, as shown in Figure 2 . The first is replication, which can increase the number of read ports by maintaining a replica of the memory for each additional read port. However, this technique alone cannot support more than one write port, since the one external write port must be routed to each block RAM to keep it up-to-date. The second is banking, which divides memory locations among multiple block RAMs (banks), allowing each additional bank to support an additional read and write port. However, with this approach each read or write port can only access its corresponding memory division-hence a pure banked design does not truly support sharing across ports. The third we call "multipumping", where any memory design is clocked at a multiple of the external clock, providing the illusion of a multiple of the number of ports. For example, a 1W/1R memory can be internally clocked at 2X the external frequency to give the illusion of being a 2W/2R memory. A multipumped design must also include multiplexers and registers to temporarily hold the addresses and data of pending reads and writes, and must carefully define the semantics of the ordering of reads and writes. While reasonably straight-forward, the drawback of a multipumped design is that each increase in the number of ports dramatically reduces the maximum external operating frequency of the memory.
A More Efficient Approach
In this paper we propose a new design for true multi-ported memories that capitalizes on FPGA block RAMs while providing (i) substantially better area scaling than a pure logic-based approach, and (ii) higher frequencies than the multipumping approach. The key to our approach is a form of indirection through a structure called the Live Value Table (LVT) , which is itself a small multiported memory implemented in reconfigurable logic similar to Figure 1 . Essentially, the LVT allows a banked design to behave like a true multi-ported design by directing reads to appropriate banks based on which bank holds the most recent or "live" write value. The intuition for why an LVT-based design is more efficient even though the LVT is purely implemented in logic elements is because the LVT is much narrower than the actual memory banks since it only holds bank numbers rather than full data values-thus the lines that are decoded/multiplexed are also much narrower and hence more efficiently placed and routed. An LVTbased design also leverages block RAMS, which implement memory more efficiently, and has an operating frequency closer to that of the block RAMs themselves. Additionally, LVT-based design and multipumping are complementary, and we will show that with multipumping we can reduce the area of an LVT-based design by halving its maximum operating frequency. With these techniques we can support soft solutions for multi-ported memories without expensive hardware block RAMs with more than two ports.
Related Work
There are several prior attempts to implement multi-ported memories in the context of FPGAs, mainly for the purpose of soft processor register files. Most soft uniprocessors exploit replication to provide the 1W/2R register file required to support a three-operand ISA [6-8, 13, 17] . Jones et al. [9] implement a VLIW soft processor where additional register file ports support a zero-overhead interface to custom hardware functions. However, their multi-ported register file is implemented entirely in the FPGA's reconfigurable logic and limits the operating frequency of their soft processor. Saghir et al. [14, 15] implement a multi-ported register file for a VLIW soft processor by exploiting both replication and banking; however, this requires that the compiler schedule register accesses such that there are not two simultaneous reads or writes to the same bank. Nonetheless, this approach is sufficient to support multithreading [10, 12, 13] since each thread need only read/write its own division of the register file. Manjikian exploits an aggressive form of multipumping by performing reads and writes on consecutive rising and falling clock edges within a processor cycle [11] . His approach avoids Write-After-Read (WAR) violations by performing all writes before reads. Unfortunately this design requires that the entire system use multiple-phase clocking.
Contributions
This paper makes the following contributions: (i) we present the first thorough exploration of the design space of FPGA-based soft multi-ported memories; (ii) we evaluate conventional methods of building such memories and confirm that they do not scale well; (iii) we introduce the Live Value Table (LVT), an efficient mechanism for implementing multi-ported memories with an arbitrary number of read and write ports; (iv) we demonstrate that LVT-based designs are smaller and faster than pure reconfigurable logic implementations, as well as faster and more scalable than pure multipumping implementations; (v) we evaluate the impact of multipumping on LVT-based designs, and demonstrate that they are complementary.
EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK Memory Designs
We consider only memories of 32-bit element width as this is the common case in many computing systems. We consider a range of multi-ported memory designs that have at least one write port and two read ports (1W/2R) such that all ports are usable simultaneously within a single external cycle. We do not consider one-write-one-read (1W/1R) memories as they are trivial to implement with a single FPGA block RAM. We also do not consider memories that may stall (eg., take multiple cycles to return read values should they conflict with concurrent writes), although such designs would be compelling future work. Additionally, we assume that multiple writes to the same address are prevented by the system using the multi-ported memory, and that the result of doing so is undefined. Each design is wrapped in a test harness such that all paths begin and end at registers, allowing us to ensure proper timing analysis and to test each design for correctness. The Verilog sources are generic and do not contain any Altera-specific modules or annotations.
CAD FLow
We use Altera's Quartus 9.0 to target the Altera Stratix III EP3SL340F1760C2, a large and fast device that allows us to compare with published results for the Nios II soft processor [5] . We do not bias the synthesis process to favour area or speed, nor perform any circuit transformations such as retiming. We configured the place and route process to make a standard effort at fitting with only two constraints: (i) to avoid I/O pin registers to prevent artificially long paths that would affect the clock frequency, and (ii) to set the target clock frequency to 1Ghz to optimize circuit layout for speed 1 . We report maximum operating frequency by averaging the result of place/routes across ten different random seeds.
Measuring Area
We report area as the total equivalent area, which estimates the actual silicon area of a design point: we calculate the sum of all the Adaptive Logic Modules (ALMs) plus the area of the Block RAMs counted as their equivalent area in ALMs 2 . Each ALM can contain unrelated logic and registers, avoiding an inflated logic utilization measure due to underused ALMs.
STRATIX III ARCHITECTURE
The following describes the basic components provided by the Altera Stratix III architecture. Although our work targets Altera's Stratix III FPGAs, the following concepts generally translate to the devices of other FPGA vendors. For example, other than the different capacities, the block RAMs in Xilinx's Virtex-6 FPGAs would function identically.
Adaptive Logic Module (ALM) Memory FPGAs can implement memory using their generic reconfigurable logic composed of Adaptive Logic Modules (ALMs). The Stratix III ALMs each contain two registers, some adder logic, and Look-Up Tables (LUTs) . ALM memory has virtually no constraints on capacity, configuration, and number of ports, but pays a large area and speed penalty (Figure 1 ). The CAD tools may also require a prohibitive amount of time (over an hour) to place and route such a memory.
Block RAM (BRAM) Memory
FPGAs implement block RAMs directly on their silicon substrate. Block RAMs have two ports that can each function either as a read or a write port. These memories use less area and run at a higher frequency than ones created from the FPGA's reconfigurable logic, but do so at the expense of having a fixed storage capacity and number of ports. The Stratix III FPGA devices mostly contain M9K block RAMs 3 , which hold nine kilobits of information in various widths and depths. At a width of 32 bits, an M9K holds 256 elements. 
CONVENTIONAL MULTI-PORTING
A simple two-ported memory, with one read and one write port (1W/1R) defines the basic conceptual and physical unit of storage from which we build multi-ported memories. We assume that each port may access any one location per cycle, and if a read and write to the same location occur in the same cycle, the read port obtains the current contents of the location and the write port overwrites the contents at the end of the cycle ("Write-After-Read" (WAR) operation).
The simplest multi-ported memory that we consider is a 1W/2R memory. This memory is interesting because it is not naturally supported by FPGA structures but is commonly used, for example for soft processor register files. Figure 3 plots the area and operating frequency of 1W/2R memories of varying depth (where the depth is indicated by the number next to each point), and of varying implementation. We use these results to discuss the following conventional techniques for building multi-ported memories on FPGAs:
Pure ALMs A straightforward method for constructing a multiported memory on an FPGA is to do so directly in ALMs-i.e., a design like that shown in Figure 1 . We evaluate such designs in Figure 3 , shown as the Pure-ALM series of points. From the figure we see that even a 32-entry 1W/2R memory requires 864 ALMs for this design. As we increase depth, area increases rapidly and operating frequency drops significantly. This trend motivates the need to use block RAMs for more efficient multi-ported memories.
Replication Replication (Figure 2(a) ) is an easy way to increase the number of read ports of a simple memory (i.e., to 1W/nR): simply provide as many copies of the memory as you require read ports, and route the write port to all copies to keep them up-to-date. We evaluate replication in Figure 3 for both M9Ks (Repl-M9K) and MLABs (Repl-MLAB). All of the Repl-M9K designs fit into two M9K BRAMs, such that those points are all co-located in the figure. Replication requires no additional control logic, hence these designs are very efficient. For 1W/2R memories with a depth greater than 256 elements, another pair of M9Ks would be added at every depth increment of 256 elements-resulting in a relatively slow increase in area as memory depth increases. We also consider replicated designs composed of MLABs (Repl-MLAB). Unfortunately, Quartus could not place and route any MLAB-based memory with more than 64 elements. Since each MLAB stores the equivalent of 160 ALMs, the Repl-MLAB implementation requires much less interconnect than the Pure-ALM implementation but considerably more than the Repl-M9K implementation. For example, the 32-entry Repl-MLAB 1W/2R memory requires only 198 equivalent ALMs, but still suffers a lower operating speed of 376 MHz. The replicated M9K designs (Repl-M9K) are evidently far superior to the alternatives, with an area of 90 equivalent ALMs and maximum operating frequency of 564 MHz. However, the drawback to this approach is that there is no way to provide additional write ports with replication alone-we must pursue other techniques to provide more write ports.
Banking Banking (Figure 2(b) ) is similar to replication, except that the memory copies are not kept coherent; each additional memory now supports an additional read and write port, providing an easy way to increase ports arbitrarily (mW/mR). The conventional way to use banking is to divide memory locations evenly among the banks, such that each read and write port are tied to a certain memory division. However, a memory with only banking is not truly multi-ported, since only one read from a certain division is possible in a given cycle. For this reason we do not evaluate banked-only memories, although a close estimate of the Fmax/area of a mW/mR banked memory is the corresponding 1W/mR replicated design.
Multipumping Multipumping (Figure 2(c) ) internally uses an integer multiple of the external system clock to multiplex a multiported memory with fewer ports, giving the external appearance of a larger number of ports (mW/nR). This requires the addition of multiplexers and registers to hold temporary states, as well as the generation of an internal clock, and careful management of the timing of read-write operations. We further describe the details of implementing a multipumped design in the next section.
Multipumping Implementations
Since multipumped memories multiplex ports over time, the order of read/write operations must be carefully managed: violating the precedence of reads and writes would break the external appearance of them occurring at the same time. In particular, writes must be performed at the end to avoid Write-After-Read (WAR) violations where an earlier internal write updates a value before it has been read by a subsequent internal read.
For non-multipumped designs, each block RAM port supports either a read or a write, hence we use the block RAMs in "simple dual-port" mode where a port is statically defined to be for reading or writing. Since multipumped designs time-multiplex the block RAM ports we can potentially exploit "true dual-port" mode, where a block RAM port can be dynamically configured for reading or writing. For the simplest multipumped design consisting of a single block RAM, true dual-port mode can allow us to configure both ports for reads and perform pairs of reads until all are done, then configure both ports as writes and perform pairs of writes until all are done.
A larger but more aggressive multipumped design can also exploit banking to reduce the number of cycles required to perform reads: each bank can perform two unique reads, and all banks can operate in parallel; when reads are completed, one pair of writes can be performed across all banks each cycle until all writes are performed. In other words, the block RAMs are read like a banked memory and are written like a replicated memory. Similar techniques have been published by Xilinx [16] and Actel [1] but only for certain forms of quad-port memories, whereas our implementation supports arbitrary numbers of read and write ports.
True dual-port mode is not free: for Stratix III FPGAs [3] an M9K block RAM in simple dual-port mode has 256 locations of 32 bits, while in true dual-port mode it has 512 locations of 16 bits since the RAM output drivers are split to support two reads. Therefore true dual-port mode requires two M9K block RAMs to create a 32-bit-wide memory. Despite this doubling, the number of block RAMs required remains practical: even an 8W/16R purely multipumped memory would need only one block RAM pair to support each read port, for a total of 32.
The following summarizes the design of a pure multi-ported memory using true dual-port mode for the block RAMs. Given an arbitrary mW/nR memory, the number of cycles required to perform all the m writes and n reads follows m/2 + n/2x , where x counts the number of block RAMs. The m/2 term stems from each write being replicated to all the block RAMs to avoid data fragmentation, making the whole memory appear to have only two write ports. The n/2x term comes from each block RAM being able to service any two reads at once since the writes replicate their data to all block RAMs. The ceiling function handles cases where there are either more internal ports than there are external read or write ports, or the number of internal ports does not evenly divide the number of external ports. A fractional number of cycles in a term implies that, for one of the cycles, some ports remain free and some writes might be done simultaneously with the last reads. The typical case is when the number of block RAMs equals the number of read ports, allowing all reads to be performed in one cycle while leaving half the ports available for one of the writes, which may save one cycle in certain port configurations. Larger numbers of block RAMs will not further reduce the number of cycles.
As a simple example, in Figure 3 we implement 1W/2R memories by double-pumping M9Ks (MP-M9K 2X) and MLABs (MP-MLAB 2X) 4 . While 2X multipumping does halve the number of M9Ks or MLABs used, the overhead of the required control circuitry negates any area savings for memories with so few ports. The maximum external operating frequencies of the double-pumped designs are also a little under half those of the replicated designs (186 MHz for MP-MLAB 2X, and 279 MHz for MP-M9K 2X). As we will demonstrate later, multipumping can be an important technique to reduce area when building memories with larger numbers of ports. 
Summary
A 1W/2R memory can easily be extended to have more read ports by increasing the amount of replication, but this technique cannot be used to add more write ports. While banking easily allows multiple write ports, such designs must map reads and writes to divisions of the memory, and do not allow true sharing. A multiported memory implemented purely in ALMs scales poorly. Multipumping by itself causes a large drop in operating frequency. In the next section, we introduce a method for transparently managing and keeping coherent banked memories to effectively allow multiple read and write ports.
LVT-BASED MULTIPORTED MEMORIES
We propose a new approach to implementing multi-ported memories on FPGAs that can exploit the strengths of all three conventional techniques for adding ports. Our approach comprises banks of replicated block RAMs where a mechanism of indirection steers each read to the bank holding the most-recent write value. Multipumping is orthogonal to our approach, and can be applied to reduce the area of a memory in cases where a slower operating frequency can be tolerated, as we demonstrate later in Section 7. We name our indirection mechanism the Live Value Table (LVT), since it tracks which bank contains the "live" or mostrecently updated value for each memory location. A brief outline of this approach is described by Altera [4] , but provides no details of operation, no comparisons, and limits itself to only four ports. Figure 4 illustrates an LVT-based multi-ported memory. The memory is composed of m banks (M0 to Mm−1), each of which contains a 1W/nR memory (constructed via replication of block RAMs) such that n is equal to the desired number of read ports (R0 toRn−1). Each write port writes to its own bank, and each read port can read from any of all the banks via its multiplexer. The banked memory allows for arbitrary concurrent writes, while the replication within each bank supports arbitrary concurrent reads. The LVT is a mW/nR multi-ported memory implemented using ALMs.
The Basic Idea
At a high level, the design operates as follows. During a write to a given address, the write port updates that location in its block 
) of the bank numbers is log2(m). The width (d) of the addresses is log2(D).
RAM bank with the new value, and the LVT simultaneously updates its corresponding location with the bank number (0 to m−1). During a read, the read port sends the address to every bank and to the LVT. All the banks return their value for that location and the LVT returns the number of the write port which last updated that location, driving the multiplexer of the read port to select the output of the proper block RAM bank. Figure 5 illustrates the overall structure and operation of a LVT for a multi-ported memory of depth D with m write ports (W ) and n read ports (R).
Implementing the LVT
Each LVT location corresponds to a memory location, and tracks the bank number of the memory bank that holds the most recent write value for that memory location. Despite being implemented entirely in ALMs, the area of a LVT remains tractable due to its narrow width b = log2(m). For example, compared to the 864 ALMs of the 32-element 1W/2R Pure-ALM memory in Figure 3 , a LVT of the same depth with 2R/2W ports uses only 75 ALMs 5 . Even with 8W/16R ports, the corresponding LVT consumes only 649 ALMs.
During writes, the LVT uses the memory write addresses to update the corresponding locations with the numbers of the ports performing the writes. These numbers identify the block RAM banks that hold the written values. During reads, the LVT uses the read addresses to fetch the bank numbers that in turn steer the outputs of those banks to the read ports. All addresses are of width d = log2(D).
LVT Operation
As an example of the operation of a Live Value Table, Figure 6 depicts two writes and two reads to a multi-ported memory similar to the one depicted in Figure 4 . The memory contains one memory bank for each write port (W0 and W1). Each memory bank is a replicated block RAM memory with enough ports for each read port (R0 and R1). The LVT at the top is implemented using ALMs only, has the same depth as each memory bank, but stores the much narrower bank numbers. The write ports place their bank number in the LVT at the same address at which they write their data to the banks. The LVT controls the output multiplexer of each read port. The memory begins empty or otherwise uninitialized. An access from any read port will simultaneously send the address to the LVT and to each memory bank. The bank number returned by the LVT directs the output multiplexer to select the output of the block RAM memory bank containing the most current value for the second memory element. In Figure 6 (b), port R1 reads from address 3 and thus gets 42 from bank 0, while port R0 reads from address 2 and gets 23 from bank 1.
Block RAM Requirements
Having memory banks which can hold the entire memory contents for each write port and having each of these banks internally replicated once for each read port means that the total number of block RAMs within all the banks equals the product of the number of write ports and read ports, times the number of block RAMs necessary to hold the entire memory contents in a single bank. For example, the rather large case of a 32-bit 8W/16R multi-ported memory requires 128 block RAMs for depths of up to 256 elements. Even the smallest Stratix III FPGA (EP3SL50) contains 108 M9K block RAMs, while mid-range devices contain 275 to 355. Also, the relatively large depth of the M9K block RAMs allows correspondingly large multi-ported memories to be implemented. Larger memories would likely require the use of deeper block RAMs such as the Stratix M144K. In Section 7, we will demonstrate how multipumping can reduce the number of required block RAMs.
Recursive LVT Implementation
An LVT implements a multi-ported memory using ALMs and thus grows proportionately with depth-however, since each location stores only the few bits required to encode a memory bank number, the memory size remains practical. It would seem desirable to repeat this area-saving and implement the LVT itself using block RAMs, managed by a still smaller, inner LVT. However, we cannot avoid implementing a LVT using ALMs since FPGAs do not provide any suitable multi-ported block RAMs with enough write ports and the narrow width of an LVT. Ideally, a number of mW/1r block RAMs could be used as a replicated memory to create a mW/nR LVT without the use of ALM-based storage, but no such block RAMs exist on FPGAs. Additionally, any inner LVT used to coordinate block RAMs implementing a larger outer LVT would necessarily be implemented using ALMs and would have the same depth and control the same number of banks and ports as the outer LVT it sought to replace. This inner LVT would thus have the same area as the outer LVT, and hence is not worth it.
LVT PERFORMANCE
While an LVT does solve the problem of adding write ports to a memory, it also introduces additional delay due to the bank number look-up and the read port multiplexers, and increases the area due to internal replication of each memory bank. In this section and the next, we demonstrate that the LVT-based approach provides (i) substantially better area scaling than a pure logic-based approach, and (ii) higher frequencies than multipumping approaches. Looking at the MLAB-based LVT implementations (LVT-MLAB) for 2W/4R, the designs are smaller but achieve a slower Fmax than the corresponding pure ALM designs. For the 4W/8R designs, the MLAB-based LVT implementations are both larger and slower than the corresponding pure ALM designs. Furthermore, the MLABbased designs cannot support memories deeper than 64 elements since Quartus cannot place and route them. Overall the MLABbased designs are uncompelling, except for providing an area-Fmax trade-off relative to the pure ALM designs for 2W/4R memories.
Speed vs. Area
From the figures it is evident that the M9K-based implementations are superior. The area of the 2W/4R and 4W/8R LVT-M9K implementations increases much more slowly with depth than the pure ALM implementation. Furthermore, as an indication of their usability, these designs achieve a clock frequency close-to or better than the 290MHz clock frequency of a NiosII/f soft processor on the same Stratix III device [5] . For example, the 4W/8R version has an operating frequency ranging from 361 MHz at 32 elements, down to 281 MHz for 256 elements, with enough ports to support four such soft processors. Figure 7 (b) and Figure 8 (b) display the total equivalent area of various implementations of the same 2W/4R and 4W/8R memories, broken down into their components. The Pure-ALM implementation is a single multi-ported memory without any specified subcomponents: the synthesis process implements all of the multiplexers, decoders, and storage implicitly. These increase in proportion with the depth of the memory and rapidly become impractically large.
Area Breakdown
The LVT-MLAB implementation, despite using denser memory, suffers from higher interconnect area overhead. The area of the LVT-MLAB memory banks increases quickly with the memory depth since each MLAB can only store 20 words of 16 bits. Also, Quartus could not place and route MLAB-based memories deeper than 64 elements. The absence of output multiplexers for the 64-element 2W/4R memory is due to a fortuitous synthesis optimization by Quartus: each register in an ALM has two load lines, which may eliminate the multiplexer when there are only two sources.
The due to their higher density and lower interconnect requirements. Most of the multiplexing and decoding overhead in the Pure-ALM and LVT-MLAB implementations becomes implicit in the circuitry of the M9K block RAMs. The area of the LVT-M9K 4W/8R Memory Banks remains constant at 1446 equivalent ALMs since all of the memory depths fit into the same number of block RAMs. Even with the non-trivial overhead of the LVT, the LVT-M9K implementations consume much less total area than the alternatives.
The LVTs of the LVT-MLAB and LVT-M9K implementations have the exact same internal structure and the same depth as the corresponding Pure-ALM memory implementation and thus also scale proportionately with the depth of the memory. However, the LVTs only store the one or two bits required to identify a memory bank, reducing their growth to tractable levels. As an example, the area of the LVT of the LVT-M9K 4W/8R memory ranges from 280 ALMs up to 1977 ALMs: approximately one-tenth the area of the corresponding Pure-ALM memory. The area of the 4W/8R output multiplexers, when present, remains constant at 256 ALMs since the number of banks in the LVT-MLAB and LVT-M9K memories also remains constant. For the 2W/4R memory, the multiplexer area fluctuates between 77 and 93 ALMs, likely due to optimizations made possible when an ALM has inputs from only two banks.
MULTIPUMPING PERFORMANCE
In the previous section we observed that M9K implementations of LVT-based multi-ported memories are faster and smaller than the alternatives-for some applications the achievable Fmax is potentially overkill. In such cases we could apply multipumping (introduced earlier in Section 4) to trade Fmax for reduced area as the application allows. In this section we describe and measure multipumping applied to LVT-based designs, and also compare with pure multipumping-based multi-ported memory designs.
Speed vs. Area
Multipumping can bring about a useful reduction in area if the speed of the original memory is significantly higher than required by the surrounding system. Figure 9 (a) and Figure 10 Despite the high internal operating frequencies, dividing them by a multipumping factor does bring about a harsh external speed penalty. For example, the 4W/8R LVT 2X multipumped implementations in Figure 10 (a) operate externally at frequencies ranging from 176 MHz to 149 MHz, which may still be practical speeds. The MP 3X implementations also hold at 174 MHz. For either implementation, it is evident that only small multipumping factors can be used before the drop in Fmax becomes too great to be practical. Although we have tested multipumping factors of up to eight, we expect that most designs will use a factor of two or three.
Furthermore, although the pure multipumping (MP) implementations seem to have better performance and a greatly reduced area, a multipumping factor of two is only possible for 1W/2R (Figure 3) and 2W/4R memories (Figure 9(a) ). Pure multipumping memories with more ports will always require a multipumping factor of at least three or four, which quickly drops the Fmax. By comparison, a multipumping factor of two is always feasible for any LVT memory with an even number of read ports. The slower drop in speed of an LVT memory as the number of ports increases (Figure 9 (a) vs. Figure 10(a) ) is a consequence of its internal parallelism, instead of the mostly serial operation of a pure multipumping memory.
Area Breakdown
The primary benefit of multipumping is reducing the area of the memory banks at the expense of clock frequency. Although the area of the memory banks reduces proportionally to the amount of multipumping, the LVT does not scale down as much and limits the overall area reduction.
As discussed in Section 5.4, the number of block RAMs in a multi-ported LVT memory is equal to the product of the number of read and write ports. Since multipumping divides the number of internal read ports, the number of block RAMs per bank is reduced by the same factor 6 . The number of read ports on the Live Value  Table reduces to match, as does the number of output multiplexers. Figure 9 (b) and Figure 10 (b) show how multipumping affects the area of each of these components for the same LVT 2W/4R and 4W/8R memories when using factors of two (2X) and four (4X), compared to a factor of one (1X) as the baseline non-multipumped case, which is identical to the LVT-M9K bars of Figure 7 (b) and Figure 8(b) . The figures also show the area breakdown of the equivalent pure multipumping (MP) memories.
For LVT memories, the multipumping factor exactly divides the area of the memory banks by itself since now only one-half or one-quarter the number of internal read ports exists, which also reduces the area of the output multiplexers by the same ratio. For the 4W/8R memory, the area of the Live Value Table shrinks by only 24% for 2X and 36% for 4X on average since its number of write ports remains unchanged 7 . The "Multipumping Overhead" fraction contains the additional overhead of multipumping such as the Multipumping Controller, internal multiplexers, and temporary registers. Regardless of the depth of the memory, multipumping introduces a small, nearly constant overhead: 145 ALMs for 4W/8R LVT 2X multipumping, and 219 ALMs for 4W/8R LVT 4X on average. Summed together, these individual changes to the 4W/8R LVT memories reduce the total area by an average of 36% for 2X multipumping, and 54% for 4X. The unchanged number of write ports in the LVT primarily limits how much we can reduce the area.
The pure multipumping memories (MP) use much less area since they do not require a Live Value Table or Output Multiplexers, nor use as many block RAMs since their banks are not replicated. For example, the 4W/8R MP 3X memory in Figure 10 (b) uses only eight M9K block RAMs inside a total equivalent area of 511 ALMs, of which 105 are multipumping overhead. Unfortunately, pure multipumping memories tend to have higher minimum multipumping factors and thus slower Fmax than LVT memories as the number of ports increases. In Section 8.1, we will explore the idea of using pure multipumping memories with a small number of ports to potentially improve the efficiency of LVT-based memories.
MORE AGGRESSIVE DESIGNS
In this section we describe potential design avenues that are more aggressive than those we have presented: a way to build an even more efficient LVT-based design, and relaxing read/write ordering to ease constraints on the design of the multi-ported memory.
LVT-Based Memory Based on Pure Multipumped Banks
If even moderately multi-ported block RAMs became available on FPGAs, some very significant area improvements to LVT-based multi-ported memories would follow. For example, doubling the number of read and write ports on a block RAM would mean needing only half as many memory banks to support the write ports of an LVT-based memory, with each bank containing only half as many replicated memories to service the read ports, resulting in needing only a quarter of the number of block RAMs to construct a given LVT-based multi-ported memory. Furthermore, halving the number of banks reduces the width of the LVT by one bit, which is significant since a typical LVT is only three bits wide or less.
Although most FPGAs do not provide block RAMs with more than two ports, some of the smaller pure multipumping memories might provide usable substitutes. This speculation is supported by the interesting performance of the 'MP 2X' 2W/4R pure multipumping design from Figure 9 : 255 equivalent ALMs at 279 MHz, using four M9K block RAMs. If we used this memory to construct the banks of the 'LVT 1X' 4W/8R LVT-based memory in Figure 10 , two banks would be required instead of four, with each bank internally replicated once to support the read ports for a total of four 2W/4R memories. This sums to only 16 M9K block RAMs instead of 32, and even with the additional area overhead of multipumping 8 the area of the memory banks would decrease by 29%, while the area of the LVT would be halved. It is easy to see from Figure 10 (b) that these changes would significantly reduce the area of the 256-element 4W/8R 'LVT 1X' implementation. The impact on speed is harder to predict due to the large changes in the structure of the memory banks, but it is conceivable that the operating frequency would remain near that of the underlying 2W/4R pure multipumping memory.
Relaxed Read/Write Ordering
The primary obstacle to getting the most area benefit from multipumping is the relatively small area reduction of the LVT since the number of write ports cannot be divided. The writes must all occur together after the reads to prevent WAR violations. If we relax the read/write ordering and allow writes to occur before all of the reads have completed, then time-multiplexing the internal write ports becomes possible. The multipumping factor can now divide both the number of internal memory banks and the number of write ports on the Live Value Table, further improving the area reduction.
For example, with a multipumping factor of two and the read/write ordering preserved, our 4W/8R multi-ported memory example internally becomes a 4W/4R memory. Halving the number of read ports only halves the size of the memory banks and reduces the size of the LVT to a lesser degree. By comparison, if we allow relaxed read/write ordering, then the multipumping factor can also divide the number of write ports
CONCLUSIONS
FPGA systems provide efficient block RAMs, but with only two ports. Conventional approaches to building memories on FPGAs with a larger number of ports are either very area inefficient, slow, or both. We introduced a smaller and faster implementation for multi-ported memories based on the Live Value Table ( LVT)-a small, narrow, multi-ported memory implemented in logic elements that coordinates read and write accesses such that a banked memory design to behave like a true multi-ported design. The resulting multi-ported memories provide true Write-After-Read (WAR) random access to any value, from an arbitrary number of ports, without the need to schedule reads and writes.
For example, using a LVT controlling 32 M9K block RAMs, we were able to implement a 256-element 12-ported (4W/8R) multiported memory which operates at 281 MHz on Altera Stratix III FPGAs while consuming an area equivalent to 3679 ALMs: a 43% speed improvement and 84% area reduction over the equivalent pure ALM implementation, and a 61% speed improvement over a pure multipumping implementation, despite being 7.2x larger. The higher speeds of our LVT-based designs presented the possibility of exchanging speed for area by applying multipumping. On average, 2X multipumping reduced the total area by 36%, while 4X did so by 54%. Our designs also allowed for lower and more practical multipumping factors than pure multipumping implementations as the number of ports increased.
We also proposed two potential avenues for further increasing the efficiency of LVT-based designs: (i) relaxing the ordering of reads and writes which avoided WAR violations would increase the area reduction from multipumping to about 75% at 2X, minus the overhead of multipumping, at no additional cost in speed; (ii) implementing the memory banks of a 4W/8R LVT-based memory using 2W/4R pure multipumping memories could reduce the area of the memory banks by 29% and halve the area of the LVT while conceivably keeping the operating frequency in a useful range.
In summary, our exploration of the design space led us to three main conclusions: (i) LVT-based multi-ported memories are superior to logic-element-based designs in both area and speed; (ii) LVT-based implementations are faster than pure multipumping implementations although with an area cost; (iii) pure multipumping implementations can be sufficient if the number of required ports or external operating frequency are modest.
